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INTRODUCTION
What is the FOCUS series?

What is Recognising Cause and
Effect, the Reading Strategy
featured in this FOCUS book?

FOCUS is a reading-strategy practice series.
Each student book in the series provides brief
instruction and concentrated practice for
students in one targeted Reading Strategy.
FOCUS also allows students the opportunity
for self-assessment of their performance. It
allows teachers the opportunity to identify
and assess a student’s level of mastery.

Cause and effect tells what happens and why it
happens. Why something happens is the cause.
The cause is the reason that the effect happens.
To find a cause, ask why the effect happens. The
effect is what happens as a result of the cause.
The effect happens because of the cause. To
find an effect, ask what happened as a result of
the cause. Clue words often signal cause and
effect. Some cause-and-effect clue words are so,
so that, since, because, if, reason, and as a result.

6 Reading Strategies featured in the
FOCUS series:
• Understanding Main Idea and Details
• Understanding Sequence
• Recognising Cause and Effect
• Comparing and Contrasting
• Making Predictions
• Drawing Conclusions and Making Inferences
The FOCUS series spans 8 reading levels
(1.0–8.9). The reading passages in each book
are designed so that the book can be used by
all students performing at that reading level.
The reading passages in each book progress
from low to high along that reading level range.
Book
Book A
Book B
Book C
Book D
Book E
Book F
Book G
Book H

Reading Level
1.0–1.9
2.0–2.9
3.0–3.9
4.0–4.9
5.0–5.9
6.0–6.9
7.0–7.9
8.0–8.9
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READING STRATEGY TIPS FOR THE TEACHER
The clue word so signals an effect: the early settlers
built their homes out of wood.

Learn About
Recognising Cause and Effect

Cause and effect tells what happens and why it happens.
Why something happens is the cause. It is the reason that
something happens.
What happens is the effect. The effect happens because of
the cause. It is a result of the cause.

Read this paragraph to find out what happened to the early
settlers and why.

Recognising cause and effect helps you understand
relationships in fiction and nonfiction. Science and
humanities books contain many cause and effect
relationships.
Because of erosion, shorelines change over time.

In 1793, the early settlers left
England. They sailed across the
sea to Australia. They were the
first settlers from Europe to live
in Australia. They needed
to build homes there. But the
early settlers had no bricks to
build their homes. So they built
their homes out of wood.

Cause (Why?)

The settlers wanted their own farms so they
travelled further inland.

Effect (What?)

The early settlers had
no bricks to build
their homes.

Recognising Cause and Effect Book C CA10163

They built their homes out
of wood.
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In a cause-and-effect relationship, one thing makes
the next thing happen. In a sequence, however,
even though one thing happens before another,
the first thing doesn’t necessarily make the next
thing happen.

Cause and Effect:

Sequence:

I was very nervous, so I missed
the free shot.
(Being very nervous did
make the player miss
the free shot.)
I bounced the ball, and then I
took the shot.
(Bouncing the ball did not
make the player
take the shot.)
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Sometimes a cause-and-effect relationship has
clue words, but sometimes it doesn’t.
Bart was really hungry, so he ate an hour early.
(clue word so)
Bart was really hungry and ate an hour early.
(no clue word)
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In a passage, you can read a cause first or an effect
first, but in any situation, the cause always happens
first, before the effect.
(Effect) I went to the library early (Cause) because
I needed that book.

To find a cause, ask why. Look for the reason that something
happened. The cause happens before the effect.
Ask yourself, “Why did something happen?” Why
did the early settlers build their homes out of wood?
They built their homes out of wood because they had
no bricks.

(Cause) Because I needed that book, (Effect) I went
to the library early.

To find an effect, ask what. Look for the result. Look for
something that happened because of the cause. The effect
happens after the cause.

No matter how it’s written, the cause (needing that
book) happened before the effect (going to the
library early).

Ask yourself, “What happened?” What happened
because the early settlers had no bricks? What did they
do? The early settlers built their homes out of wood.
Clue words can signal cause and effect. Here are some
cause-effect clue words: so, so that, since, because, if, reason
and as a result.
What cause-and-effect clue word is used in the
paragraph about early settlers? The clue word so is used
to signal the cause and effect.

m

Clue Words: “Authors often showcase text
patterns by giving readers clues or signals to help
them ﬁgure out the structure being used. . . . A
signal may be a word or a phrase that helps the
reader follow the writer’s thoughts.” (Vacca &
Vacca, 2005, p. 398)

emb
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:
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Sometimes there are no clue words. You can still figure out
a cause and effect. Ask yourself what happened and why it
happened.

Why something happens is the cause. What happens
is the effect.
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Vacca, R. T., & Vacca, J. L. (2005). Content area reading: Literacy and
learning across the curriculum (8th ed.). Boston: Pearson Education, Inc.

Definitions: “The explicitness with which
teachers teach comprehension strategies makes
a difference in learner outcomes, especially for
low-achieving students (modeling and careful
scaffolding is key).” (Abadiano & Turner,
2003, p. 76)
Abadiano, H. R., & Turner, J. (2003). The RAND report: Reading for
understanding: Toward an R&D program in reading comprehension.
New England Reading Association Journal, 39(2), 74–79.
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